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Spectral instruments on board Earth monitoring satellites require accurate and stable 
in-flight calibration. A required device to do this is a tunable optical stimulus. TNO, 
Dutch Space and LioniX are cooperating in the development of photonic devices which 
meet the specifications for in-flight optical spectrometer calibration. The concept is 
based on Silicon Nitride TriPleXTM ring resonators. By launching broadband light from 
an SLED into the ring resonator, and by tuning the ring response by means of heater 
elements on top of the ring resonators, we are able to calibrate the slit function and 
wavelength response over the required wavelength span. 

Introduction 
Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) enable the realization of small-size optical circuits, 
using mature fabrication technologies well known from the electronics industry. In 
particular, in the last few years, foundry services have become available for the three 
main material systems: III-V semiconductors, Silicon On Insulator (SOI) and for 
dielectric systems such as TriPleXTM [1,2]. Applications can be found in all kinds of 
industry, including space industry.  
In space industry, the size and weight of sensors and apparatuses is a very important 
aspect. Space industry can benefit from PICs, since PICs are small and very lightweight. 
Therefore, launch cost and size of satellites equipped with systems based on PICs can 
be decreased. 

Space-based spectrometry 
Space-based Earth monitoring satellites are equipped with sensitive spectral 
instruments. These instruments are calibrated on-ground before launch. However, 
sensitive spectral instruments (i.e. SCIAMACHY, OMI and TROPOMI) require an 
accurate and stable in-flight calibration at regular intervals. It is important that the 
correct functioning of the whole optical train is checked. This can be done by frequent 
measurement of the apparatus’ slit function, which is essentially the spectrometer 
response to a stimulus of infinite small line width. For this purpose TNO has developed 
a dedicated slit function stimulus for OMI.  
With integrated optics becoming a mature technology, it becomes interesting to use this 
technology for the development of advanced applications, also in the field of space 
systems engineering. Micro-optical ring resonators have sufficient design flexibility to 
have a peak-to-background ratio exceeding a factor 1000, at least a factor 10 better than 
the best existing slit function stimuli. This is because a stimulus based on a ring 
resonator produces virtually no stray light, which is one of the most important 
shortcomings of the existing stimuli. Furthermore, the existing stimuli are meter-scale 
laboratory devices, whereas PICs are typically a few square mm.  
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